Abstract

This paper describes a choice strategy to ease user’s burdens for an interactive object recognition system when the system obtains multiple object candidates as a recognition result. First, we propose several methods to display the recognition result so as to make recognition of the candidates easy and hierarchical methods to reduce candidates per choice. We verify their effectiveness by subjective tests. Next, we propose a strategy to minimize time spent for choices. We divide the time into that for displayed candidates and that for speech dialog, and formulate each time to evaluate the strategy quantitatively. Last, we compare the strategy based on choice time with a subjective strategy.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, there is a growing necessity of service robots in this aging society. For the service robots, it is one of important functions to recognize and bring user-specified objects. The object recognition system sometimes detects multiple object candidates including mistaken candidates because scenes for storage spaces of the objects such as a refrigerator and a cupboard are often complex. In this case, a user can choose the desired object from the candidates via speech dialogs with the system. The user, however, feels troublesome when too many candidates are detected.

There are many researches on reduction of user’s burden when executing tasks via speech dialog. Ito et al. [1] proposed a method of reducing the number of times of dialog for a help system of electrical appliances. Ueno et al. [2] proposed a method of reducing time spent for dialog for a traffic guidance system.

In addition to those burdens of dialog, we need to consider how to display the candidates to the user so as to reduce user’s burdens of visual recognition.

We can reduce burdens of user’s choice by decomposing a choice from large number of candidates into multiple choices from small number of candidates. A conventional menu choice in a computer software is one of examples of the hierarchical methods and the menus are easily grouped based on their functions in advance. However, for our interactive object recognition system, we cannot group the candidates in advance because we do not know the recognition result in advance.

This paper first describes methods to display and hierarchical methods so that the user can easily choose the desired object. Next, we propose a strategy to minimize time spent for the choice with the both methods.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In sec. 2, we give an overview of our interactive object recognition system. In sec. 3, we introduce the methods to display and the hierarchical methods. In sec. 4, we formulate time spent for choice for each highlight method and hierarchy. We compare the strategy based on choice time and a subjective strategy in sec 5, and give a conclusion in sec. 6.

2. Interactive object recognition

We apply our interactive object recognition system to refrigerator scenes containing drinks and fruits. First, the system constructs object models in advance[5]. The model is composed of a texture image of the object (see Figure 1(a)). Then a user asks the system to bring an object via voice.

Because illumination conditions in model construction and object recognition are different, the system estimates a current illumination condition with a reference color (average color in white box arrowed at Figure 1(b)) and transforms an original image (see Figure 1(b)) into a normalized image under the canonical condition in model construction (see Figure 1(c))[6]. Next, the system tries to recognize the object with the normalized image and displays the recognition result through display (see black box at Figure 1(d))[7]. If the system detects multiple candidates or fails in recognition, it recovers the result by user interaction[8].

We also deal with a dialog system via voice and an object manipulation system, and give details of these topics in [3] and [4] respectively.
3. Methods to display and hierarchical methods

First we introduce the methods to display candidates so that the user can easily recognize them. Next we describe hierarchical methods to reduce candidates per choice when too many candidates are detected.

3.1. Methods to display candidates

We consider the following two issues for displaying candidates.

1. Labeling for specifying candidates
2. Display sequence

3.1.1. Labeling for specifying candidates

We introduce 4 labeling methods below.

- $L_{no}$
  This method is to display candidates without any labels as a recognition result as shown in Figure 2(a). The system forces the user to specify the position of the desired object in detail such as "the second object from the left at the bottom shelf" or "mandarin orange at the upper left of persimmon".

- $L_{clr}$
  This method is to display candidates with coloring as shown in Figure 2(b). The system asks the user a color name of the desired object like "Which color region is the desired object?", and the user answers the color name like "Blue." or "Red.".

- $L_{num}$
  This method is to display candidates with numbering as shown in Figure 2(c). The system asks the user a number name of the desired object like "Which number is the desired object?", and the user answers the number name like "Two." or "Three".

- $L_{numc}$
  This method is to display both corresponding candidates and number with the same color. Therefore it gets somewhat easy to recognize the correspondence.

3.1.2. Display sequence

The user sometimes feels difficult to judge whether the displayed region contour is really true or not when the contours are drawn on the result image. Thus, we introduce 3 methods of display sequences.

- $B_{sim}$
  The system displays alternately the original image and the result image including all the candidates. In this case, the ambiguity of correspondence both of the candidate and the number remains.

- $B_{turn}$
  The system displays result images including each candidate in turn. In this case, the correspondence of the candidate and the number is clear, but it takes longer time to display all the candidates. If the system shortens interval time $T_{disp\_intv}$, the user sometimes overlooks a candidate in the first displaying cycle and needs to reconfirm in the second cycle. This problem often happens when elderly or the physically handicapped persons use the system.

- $B_{conf}$
  The system displays a candidate and to ask the user "Is this right?". If the user answers "Yes.", the system finishes confirmation. Otherwise the system displays another candidate.
and confirms to the user. The system repeats this confirmation process until the user says “Yes.”.

In this case, the user pays attention only to one candidate and hence spends less concentration. Moreover, because the user’s answer is limited to “Yes.” or “No.”, the labeling to candidates is not necessary. A demerit of this method is taking longer time.

### 3.1.3. Subjective test

We made subjective tests for 6 persons concerning 9 methods to display as shown in Table 1. We used the scene and the candidates of Figure 2 and used 11-levels reputation values as shown in Table 1.

We had each subject see all the 9 methods to display in advance to reduce effects on results by test order of each method.

The result of the subjective test is displayed in Figure 3. Although the values are a little different among individuals, \( D_4 \) and \( D_7 \) received high values. Therefore, the system should implement some highly reputed methods and use a proper method based on user’s preference and situations of recognition results.

### 3.2. Hierarchical methods

When too many candidates are obtained, the user feels troublesome for choosing the desired object even if the optimal method to display is used. Especially, when the system deals with fruits which have a wide variety of color and size, the system sometimes detects many candidates (see Figure 4(a)). We introduce three types of hierarchies to reduce the number of candidate per choice.

#### 3.2.1. Hierarchy by shelf

We first introduce a simple hierarchy: a hierarchy by the top shelf and the bottom shelf in the refrigerator. The system asks the user “Which shelf is the desired object on?” in the first step, and then the system asks the user to choose one on the chosen shelf in the second step. This hierarchy is effective when the number of candidates at each shelf is almost the same, and vice versa.

#### 3.2.2. Hierarchy by rough group

Another hierarchy uses rough groups of candidate regions at each shelf. The system first displays each connected region extracted with the object’s color and asks the user “Which region includes the desired object?” at first step, and then the system has the user choose from the limited candidates belonging to the chosen region at second step.

This hierarchy works well when each candidate has a similar number of candidates. Unfortunately, one large connected candidate region is sometimes obtained when objects lie crowded. In such case, we can improve its situation by segmenting the large region into multiple small regions.

We introduce the following 2 segmentation methods.

- Dichotomy by the horizontal position (see Figure 5(a))
- Segmentation by color (see Figure 5(b))

In case that the large candidate region contains various types of fruits as shown in Figure 5, the segmentation by color has high possibility to segment the region into groups of the same types, for example greenish mandarin oranges, yellowish mandarin oranges, and misdetected objects. Then it makes possible for the user to commit the system to choose the desired object (refer to the following section).
3.2.3. Hierarchy by representative candidate  We can see that overlap of candidates is one of main causes of difficulty for user’s visual recognition as shown in Figure 4(a). When the system detects overlapping candidates, the system first clusters them and chooses one representative candidate for each cluster, that is, the candidate with the best confidence as a result of object recognition (see Figure 4(b)) and then lets the others be alternative candidates. Next the system displays only the representative candidates and asks the user "Is there the desired object in these candidates?”. If the user chooses from the representative candidates, the choice process is finished. Otherwise, the system displays the alternative candidates. This hierarchy is efficient in many cases because the representative candidates often include the desired object and the alternative candidates often contain misdetected candidates.

3.2.4. Subjective test  We made subjective tests concerning the above hierarchical methods. We asked 6 subjects how much the choice strategy was improved relatively when 3 changes as shown in Table 2 were applied.

The result of the subjective test is displayed in Figure 6. We use 11-levels values. In this scale, values less than 5 indicate changes for the worse and those more than 5 indicate improvement.

As a result, no subjects gave worse values for the change of segmentation method. Therefore, we can see the segmentation by color is effective method.

On the other hand, two subjects gave worse values for the representative candidates and one subject did so for the rough group. These subjects said that main reason of this worse change is increase of the number of times of choices.

4. Formulation of time to choose

In this section, we formulate the time to choose the desired object by the methods to display and by hierarchical methods described in the former sections. We define the choice time as time from the first display of a recognition result to the final decision of the desired object. Here we assume that the user see an original image through display before the first display of the recognition result and confirms the approximate position of the desired object. Moreover we assume that the candidates obtained as the recognition result always include the object.

In the following sections, we exclude $L_{no}$ because it is obviously inferior methods except for $B_{ref}$, and exclude $L_{nwc}$ because it is difficult to deal with effect both by coloring and numbering simultaneously. Thus, we use 5 methods: $D_2$, $D_3$, $D_6$, $D_7$, and $D_9$.

4.1. Construction of decision trees

We express the choice hierarchies as a decision tree with choice nodes. We display an example of a decision tree considering all the hierarchies in Figure 7. The top node is the choice node by shelf, and the second node is that by rough group by position or by color. The third node is that from the representative candidates, and the last choice node is that from the alternative candidates. The terminal nodes are object candidates.

Actually the system makes various decision trees by combining existence of these choice nodes, and adopts the optimal decision tree which minimizes expectation of the choice time.

$$tr^* = \arg \min_i \{ \bar{T}_{r_i}(tr_i) \},$$

where $\bar{T}_{r_i}(tr_i)$ is expectation of candidate choice time for decision tree $tr_i$. 
4.2. Decomposition of choice time

Because it is difficult to directly formulate expectation of choice time $\bar{T}_{tr}(tr_i)$, we decompose $\bar{T}_{tr}(tr_i)$ into some factors. First, we decompose it into expectations for object candidates as follows.

$$\bar{T}_{tr}(tr_i) = \sum_{k=1}^{N_O} p(O_k) \bar{T}_{obj}(tr_i, O_k),$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $N_O$ is the number of candidates, $p(O_k)$ is prior probability for user’s choice of candidate $O_k$, and $\bar{T}_{obj}(tr_i, O_k)$ is expected choice time for candidate $O_k$.

Moreover, we decompose $\bar{T}_{obj}$ into choice times at node as follows.

$$\bar{T}_{obj}(tr_i, O_k) = \sum_{l=1}^{N_{node}} \bar{T}_{node}(n_l),$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $N_{node}$ is the number of nodes where the user go through to reach the terminal node, $n_l$ is l-th node from the top, and $\bar{T}_{node}(n_l)$ is expected choice time at node $n$.

In addition, choice time $T_{node}$ at each node is expressed as the sum of the following two times.

- visual recognition time $T_{reg}$ spent for recognizing the desired object from displayed candidates and for recognizing the corresponding labels such as numbers or colors
- speech dialog time $T_{dlg}$ after visual recognition

In case of $B_{inf}$, because sets of user’s visual recognition and speech dialog are repeated, we define $T_{reg}$ and $T_{dlg}$ as the sum of repeated time respectively.

We formulate these times in the following subsections.
### 4.4. Formulation of speech dialog time considering voice recognition ratio

The speech dialog time $T_{\text{dlg}}$ depends on the following 2 times. The first is time $T_{\text{dlg-base}}$ spent for the user’s answer such as color names and number names, voice recognition process time, and time spent for the system’s answer. The second is time $T_{\text{dlg-wnf}}$ spent for confirmation of the chosen object, in which the user answers “Yes.” or “No.”. For simplicity, we assume that $T_{\text{dlg-base}}$ and $T_{\text{dlg-wnf}}$ do not depend on the number of candidates and the methods to display, and determine them by experiments.

In addition, we need to consider voice recognition ratio. The voice recognition results are classified into the following 3 results and the system processes the dialog as follows (bracket indicates probability for each result).

- **true positive ($p_{\text{dlg-tp}}$):** If the user chooses a terminal node, the system confirms or moves to a next node.
- **false positive ($p_{\text{dlg-fp}}$):** The system confirms or moves to a next node in the same way as the true positive. Then the user points out the mistake, so the system asks the user to choose from candidates except for the mistaken candidate.
- **negative ($p_{\text{dlg-tn}}$):** The system asks the user to choose from the same candidates again.

Those recognition ratios depends on the number of candidates $m$ and the labeling methods $L$ affecting user’s utterance. The more the number of candidates $m$ increases, the more the false positive probability $p_{\text{dlg-fp}}$ increases because the number of user’s utterance to be distinguished each other increases. When similar colors are used because of too many candidates as shown in Figure 8(b), the false positive may sometimes happen, for example, between "yellow green” and "green”. In case of confirmation, the user says only "Yes.” or "No.”, so we assume that the system always succeeds in voice recognition.

Moreover we take the visual recognition ratios $p_{\text{rgs-tp}}$ into consideration together. Here we assume that visual recognition result and voice recognition result are independent each other, and define joint true positive, false positive, and negative as $p_{\text{tp}}, p_{\text{fp}},$ and $p_{\text{tn}}$ respectively. The joint true positive is mainly dominated by one case: true positive both of visual recognition and voice recognition. The joint false positive is mainly dominated by two cases: true positive of visual recognition and false positive of voice recognition, and false positive of visual recognition and true positive or false positive of voice recognition. Then we define them as follows.

\[
p_{\text{tp}} = p_{\text{rgs-tp}}p_{\text{dlg-tp}} \tag{6}
\]
\[
p_{\text{fp}} = p_{\text{rgs-tp}}p_{\text{dlg-fp}} + p_{\text{rgs-fp}}(p_{\text{dlg-tp}} + p_{\text{dlg-fp}}) \tag{7}
\]
\[
p_{\text{tn}} = 1 - (p_{\text{tp}} + p_{\text{fp}}) \tag{8}
\]

We formulate the speech dialog time considering the above probabilities below.

- **Case of $B_{\text{turn}}$ or $B_{\text{turn}}$**

We first formulate expected speech dialog time $T_{\text{dlg}}(m)$ when the user chooses from $m$ terminal nodes. All dialog cases are divided into two cases: first is reaching true positive and finish with confirmation after several times of negative and second is reaching false positive and moves to choice from reduced number of candidates through user’s collection after several negatives. As a result, we obtain

\[
T_{\text{dlg}}(m) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} (p_{\text{tn}})^{i-1} p_{\text{tp}}(iT_{\text{dlg-base}} + T_{\text{dlg-wnf}})
\]
\[
+ \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} (p_{\text{tn}})^{i-1} p_{\text{fp}}(iT_{\text{dlg-base}} + T_{\text{dlg-wnf}} + T_{\text{dlg}}(m-1))
\]
\[
= \frac{T_{\text{dlg-base}}}{p_{\text{tp}} + p_{\text{fp}}} + T_{\text{dlg-wnf}} + \frac{p_{\text{fp}}}{p_{\text{tp}} + p_{\text{fp}}} T_{\text{dlg}}(m-1)
\]
\[
T_{\text{dlg}}(1) = T_{\text{cnf}}. \tag{9}
\]

Next, we formulate $T_{\text{dlg}}(m)$ when the user chooses from nodes other than terminal nodes. In this case, the system emits confirmation when true positive or false positive, so $T_{\text{dlg}}(m)$ is

\[
T_{\text{dlg}}(m) = \frac{T_{\text{dlg-base}}}{p_{\text{tp}} + p_{\text{fp}}} + \frac{p_{\text{fp}}}{p_{\text{tp}} + p_{\text{fp}}} (T_{\text{dlg}}(m-1) + T_{\text{dlg-wnf}}) \tag{10}
\]

- **Case of $B_{\text{cnf}}$**

The system repeats $m$ times of confirmation processes in the worst case, therefore expected speech dialog time is

\[
T_{\text{dlg}}(m) = \frac{m + 1}{2} T_{\text{dlg-wnf}}. \tag{11}
\]

### 4.5. User’s commitment of choice

In the above sections, we assumed that the user always makes a choice at each node until reaching a terminal node.
However, when all the candidates at a node consist of the same type of objects, the user can transfer the choice to the system like "Any one is all right." and saves time by omitting the following choices.

There are several cases where the user transfers the choices. For example, if all the candidates obtained as a recognition result consist of the same type of objects, the user can transfer the choice from the first. Also, in cases of choice by shelf, by rough group, and by representative candidates, the user can transfer the choice in the same way.

In general, the user tends to put the same type of objects together at almost the same position, so a rough group by position sometimes consists of the same type of objects. A rough group, however, sometimes consists of mixed type of objects when the numbers of each type of objects are different or when the objects are not places together. On the other hand, the rough group by color more often consists of the same type of objects even if the objects are not places together because the same type of objects probably have the almost the same color respectively. Therefore the user’s transference more often happens in case of the rough group by color than in case of the other hierarchies.

5. Comparison of strategy based on choice time and subjective strategy

For simplicity, we limit decision trees into the following two types: single-layer decision tree in which the user directly chooses from object candidates and double-layer decision tree in which the user chooses from rough groups in the first step and in which chooses from limited object candidates in the second step. In general, as the number of candidates increases, the user prefers the double-layer decision tree. Therefore, we compare the number in which the system switches the single-layer decision tree to the double-layer one with the number in which the user does so.

5.1. Parameterization for choice time

We need to determine the parameters which are used to formulate the choice time. The first is the interval time $T_{disp_{intv}}$, which is assumed to be equal to the basic visual recognition time $T_{rg_base}$. We ask subjects to see object candidates for various interval times and then determines the minimum time without overlook as $T_{disp_{intv}}$. The second is the visual recognition time $T_{rg\cdot ol}(m)$ for $D_2$. We ask the subjects to see several scenes and choose the desired object for each scene. Then we store the number of all the candidates $m$ and visual recognition time $T_{rg\cdot ol}$, and we obtain the linear relation between them by approximation. In addition, we determine the visual recognition ratio $p_{rg\cdot ol}$ by experiments. Last, we determine the voice recognition ratios by experiments using voice recognition software "Julius"[9].

![Figure 9. Relation between #candidates and expected choice time](image)

![Figure 10. Comparison of expected time between single-layer decision tree and double-layer one](image)

5.2. Simulation of choice time

We display relations of the number of candidates and the candidate choice time for the single-layer decision tree in Figure 9. We can see that the confirmation one by one $D_m\_\text{chip}$ is effective for small $m$ and displaying in turn with the numbering $D_{turn\_num}$ is effective for large $m$. In actual, the system adopts the method to display which minimizes the choice time for each $m$.

Next, we display relations of the number of candidates and the choice time for the single-layer decision tree and the double-layer one in Figure 10. In this example, the number $m = 7$ is threshold whether the system adopts the single-layer decision tree or the double-layer one.
5.3. Comparison with subjective strategy

We asked 15 subjects to determine the max number of candidates (let it be \(m_{\text{max}}\)) in case of adopting the single-layer decision tree. We display \(m_{\text{max}}\) for the strategy based on choice time and that for the subjective strategy in Figure 11. We can see all the subjects sets \(m_{\text{max}}\) less than or equal to that based on choice time except subject E. Therefore we need to consider not only the choice time but also mental burdens like powers of concentration at each choice to reduce total user’s burdens.

6. Conclusion

We described a strategy of choice to ease user’s burdens for an interactive object recognition system when the system obtains multiple candidates as a recognition result. First, we proposed several methods to display the recognition result so as to recognize candidates easily and hierarchical methods to reduce candidates per choice, and verified their effectiveness by subjective tests. Next, we propose a strategy to minimize time spent for choices. We divided the time spent for the choice into visual recognition time and speech dialog time, and formulated each time to repute the strategy quantitatively. Last, we compared the strategy based on choice time with the subjective strategy and discussed the necessity of considering the user’s mental burdens such as powers of concentration.

Future works are as follows.

- Subjective tests for general users
- Choice strategy considering user’s mental burdens such as power of concentration
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